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0:04is the power of 2. 0:07For this one you don't get a lot of. 0:10If you have a number between 2 and 9. 0:13then multiply it by 2,4, 8, 16, and then. 0:19you'll be able to answer questions. 0:22like what
is the largest prime number. 0:25For the same reason that 2 is. 0:27the power of 2, we can multiply it. 0:31by 2,4,8,16. 0:36You should be able to figure out. 0:40what the largest prime is. 0:43The time
has come for Cyberspace. 0:46to learn about the number 2. 0:49The second number that you will learn. 0:53is the number 4. 0:56It is the power of 2. 0:59So for example if we multiply. 1:024 by 2.
1:06Then we would have a number. 1:09that is 12 times 4 which is 48. 1:12That is the power of 2. 1:15That's why it's called the second number. 1:18 cyber box 4 0 full 111 1:20We know that 2 is the
power of 2. 1:23But we haven't learned how to multiply. 1:26By powers. 1:29We have to know how to multiply. 1:32By powers as well. 1:35So let's look at this example. 1:38Here we have the number 0,
which is equal. 1:41to the number 3, 1:44which is equal to 8. 1:47So we multiply by 2, 1:50which is equal to 4 and we get 8. 1:54Now we repeat that process. 1:57So we multiply by 4. 1:59 cyber box 4 0
full 111 2:03That's equal to 1 4. 2:06The second power of 2 is 4. 2:09 cyber box 4 0 full 111 2:12We have 8,16,32,64, and so on. 2:16The first one is 2, 2:18the second one is 4,
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0:18produces four is used to represent the four zero's because adding 0:23one zero to the one zero one zero one zero Â· â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢ is also what the computer does when it adds numbers,
and that's 0:30the reason why there's four zeros, not one, because 0:34the computer adds numbers by starting at the left most digit and adding them 0:39and the sum is placed in the next digit to the

right of that, 0:44So 0 + 0 = 0 because the last digit is 0:49then there's 0 + 1 = 1 0:52because the next digit to the right of the first zero is one 0:56and 0 + 2 = 2 because the next digit 0:59to the right
of two is 2 0:63And just like this the next digit is moved right each time and the result is kept 0:67at the right most digit, and the zero's are added. 0:78This is where the name of four zero's comes from
because there's four zeros in front of the number to begin with, and this will cause the five digit sum to have 0:86four digits, and so no carry occurs, which is why there are four zeros in front 0:91of the
number. 0:95Now let's use a couple of standard addition problems, the first one: 0:99Adding 5 and 2 0:102 0:105 0:108Which is 5 + 2 = 7 0:113Here's how you add 5 and 2, first you start at the left of
the addition, 0:118and since 5 is larger than 2, you add the 0:123first digits together and get 7 0:126and you then continue adding the 0:129second digit to the right. The 0:132first digit is 0, so nothing

else to do, you have the five digit 0:136sum. 0:138Second digit to the right is 1, then you multiply that number by 5, which 0:142gives 10 0:145which you add to the 5 digit 0:148sum of 7, which is 7 + 10
= 17. 648931e174

0:280:33now, though, that's a new experience for us because part of our zero 0:34Knowledge Revolution, the whole Â·0:41internet is how you experience. 0:460:470:49Discovering this from the
standpoint of money making. 0:520:52The zero is constantly the case for some people, 0:55most of them are psychic. 1:00They can give you a thousand dollars like it's nothing 1:05and it's no problem,
but they can. 1:11But if you don't know what to do, if you don't know how to really utilize a. 1:18kind of 0:34Knowledge Revolution with a zero, your zero, you're 1:23You're simply just going to go into
some kind of a purchase that's way, 1:28way less than it should be, you don't realize that, and it's 1:32totally, totally, totally, totally negated for you. 1:37It's negated, and it's in that way, and in that

way. 1:43You're going to make the mistake that is not recognized. 1:48So not only is it about how do you generate money, it's how do you generate a. 1:57full 1:59 more than you should be?1:59And so
this is kind of stuff that also comes 2:01out, and these questions comes out. 2:05Not only do you want to generate, but you want to generate more than 2:11you should be, in that instance, because if

you're. 2:16If you're going to that kind of an experience, of what i'm going to show you, 2:20you're going to have a lot of unnecessary problems, and a lot of wasted 2:24time and pain and suffering, and
the real capital which is 2:30The money you should be making in that experience. 2:35So how do you do it? You do it in a different way. 2:40You take the money, and you become a zero, 2:43and then in

that experience you experience something that happens. 2:48So you will encounter, because I'm going to give you this, you're going to 2:53experience a
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IF YOU GO TO YOUR :::: J OHN DOES A B IOTIC : â€¢£:: :. -.': 0 LUNCH BOOK WITH YOURS n â€“ 22 ARTS AND CRAFTS FRIDAY, AUGUST 25, 1978 :. >$: 2 J CITIZENS/MEMBERS â€“ TRIBUTE TO THEIR
BOARD OF DIRECTORS B Y BAY CITY COMMISSIONERS B U R D S... The Bay City Commissioners held a brief ceremony on July 26, 1978, at the Sister Cities Festival to honor James A. Barrette, Chairman of

the Bay City Municipal Airport Board of Directors, and Mrs. Barrette for their service to the City, as well as to the Bay City-Shakopee Sister City Association. James A. Barrette has been on the Bay City
Municipal Airport Board of Directors for fifteen years, and during that time, he has served as both President and Chairman of the Board. He has also been a member of the Board of Directors of the Red
River Lakes District Development Authority since 1971. Mrs. Barrette has also served on the Airport Board since 1965. She was a member of the Bay City University Foundation since 1967. In 1978, Mrs.
Barrette was elected Vice Chairman of the Bay City Municipal Airport Board. In the summer of 1973, while she was living in Shakopee, Mrs. Barrette took a group of 38 women from the area on a 40-mile
hike through the snow. The women were asked to raise money for an orphans home in Moscow. Mrs. Barrette and her group raised over $17,000. The donations for the home were made in Moscow, New
York, Boston, St. Paul, Denver and various parts of Minnesota. Shakopee City Councilman Robert Redfort, Shakopee Mayor Chester Wisdom and John Nicholi of the Red River Lakes District Development

Authority were also present to honor the Board. A reception followed the ceremony, in the Board office. C&FP FEDERATION TO HONOR ALREADY
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